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Protecting PHI and Ensuring Compliance

Meet compliance 
requirements
Identify and address risk to meet 
strict compliance requirements 
like: HIPAA/HITRUST, SOC2, and 
ISO 27001.

HEALTHCARE

Secure your data
Prevent breaches that would 
damage patient trust and incur 
regulatory fines.

Embrace enhanced 
patient access
Protect data flows across 
complex medical devices/IoT, 
offer increased services to 
patients with confidence.

Third party risk 
management
Ensure risk from connected 
third-party medical services 
and devices are managed 
appropriately.

Key challenges 
for healthcare 
organizations

Cybersecurity solutions for 
healthcare organizations
Cyber Defense Group specializes in cybersecurity solutions 
tailored for the healthcare sector, focusing on potecting patient 
data, rapid incident response, and enhancing overall 
cybersecurity readiness. Our services are designed to protect PHI 
and ensure healthcare organizations can effectively respond to 
and recover from cybersecurity incidents.

Cybersecurity Risk Assessment
We conduct in-depth assessments to uncover 
vulnerabilities in healthcare systems, offering 
strategic remediation to safeguard patient 
information and system integrity.

Cybersecurity as a Service
Comprehensive protection for your healthcare 
business’ operations, tailored for healthcare 
providers, through people and processes. This 
service focuses on patient data security and 
regulatory compliance, building trust through 
proactive prevention of breaches.

Incident Response Services
Our team provides essential support to contain 
and mitigate breaches quickly, helping 
healthcare organizations maintain their security 
posture and minimize service disruption.
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Quick reference
This guide delves into the healthcare industry's pain 
points, offering recommendations to tackle its unique 
challenges and compliance requirements.
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Engage with Cyber Defense Group for 
Enhanced Cybersecurity

Cyber Defense Group specializes in comprehensive cybersecurity solutions for healthcare organizations. These organizations 
face unique challenges, such as evolving cyber threats and regulatory compliance pressures, and benefit from our robust, 
strategic, and flexible cybersecurity solutions. Our service combines strategic consulting with operational support at a fixed, 
predictable cost. This approach ensures cost-effectiveness and secure business innovation. At Cyber Defense Group, your 
protection is not just our priority–it's our passion.

info@cdg.io www.cdg.io
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Our services for healthare organizations are uniquely positioned 
to offer more than just compliance; we provide a holistic 
approach to cybersecurity, focusing on risk management, data 
protection, and resilience against cyber threats.

The Cyber 
Defense Group 
benefits

Key features for healthcare organizations

Detailed guidance for compliance: Expertise in navigating the 
complexities of HIPAA, PCI, HITECH, ISO27001, etc, ensuring all 
aspects of patient data protection are covered.

Advanced threat detection: Utilizing cutting-edge 
technologies to detect and mitigate threats before they can 
impact healthcare operations.

Employee training and awareness: Programs designed to 
enhance the cybersecurity knowledge of healthcare staff, 
reducing the risk of data breaches due to human error.

The Cyber Defense Group
Advantage for Healthcare
Organizations

HEALTHCARE

Advantage

Key features for healthcare organizations

Trusted security partner
Relied on by healthcare 
organizations across the US to 
protect their ecosystems and 
clients’ most sensitive data.

Flexible and scalable 
solutions
Tailored cybersecurity services for 
healthcare organizations that 
scale with your business growth 
and evolving cyber threats, 
providing flexible protection.

Extensive compliance 
expertise
Assists healthcare enterprises in 
aligning with key security 
frameworks (HIPAA, HIATECH, 
GDPR) to ensure compliance.

Peace of mind
Healthcare providers and their 
patients can rest assured that 
their data is secure.

About Cyber Defense Group

For more information on how Cyber Defense Group can fortify 
your healthcare organization's cybersecurity posture

https://www.cdg.io/

